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Uh, all, eyes, on, me,
All eyes on me boy (na na na na)

[chorus]
Focus on meh body
Ah want yuh focus how ah sexy
Focus how ah movin'
Focus how ah winin'
Focus on meh (keep yuh eye dem)
Focus on meh (ah want yuh to)
Focus on meh (everybody)
Focus on meh (what now)

[verse 1]
Watch at me
Look at meh body, real hot gyal
Real and sexy, A-class lady
Full ah sensuality
Watch meh winin', watch meh movin'
Hips dem movin', Gravity defyin'
You ain't passin', Glass dem shatterin'
Man dem wantin', Gyal dem jealousin'
Sing de anthem, sing de anthem

[chorus]

[verse 2]
Just keep yuh eyes in focus
When I say hocus-pocus
All dem man who is jokahs, dey
Have tuh watch meh, cannot touch meh
Have tuh keep me smilin'
Have tuh take me dancin'
Must know nuff romancin'
Sing me anthem, sing me anthem

[chorus]

[bridge]
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Keep yuh eye dem focus baby
Ah want yuh to focus on meh
Keep yuh eye in focus baby
Ah want yuh to focus on meh

[chorus]

[verse 3]
Baseline is pulsatin'
Just watch meh waist gyratin'
Feel de heat escalatin'
Can you feel it, can you feel it
Make yuh heart start racin'
Have yuh body cravin'
When you feel you have somethin'
Yuh have nuthin', ah just teasin'

[chorus]

[bridge]

[outro]
Focus on meh (keep yuh eye dem)
Focus on meh (ah want yuh to) 
Focus on meh (everybody)
Focus on meh (na na na na na, na na, na na, na na, na
na)
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